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J. Dunham
I'm going to frame my discussion in terms of management issues that we hear about a lot from people on the ground, in terms of dealing with fire and fish.  They want to know how fire can affect fish, they want to know scales are relevant.  They're really interested in this question: when and where does fire, or fire management, pose a threat to fish? We have heard a lot about potential benefits of fire to aquatic ecosystems, and there's no doubt that fire is often a good thing for fish.  But in some cases it can be a threat.  And with all of the NEPA and ESA consultation, and such going on, we need to face this issue directly. So, I'll spend most of my time talking about this. Also, I want to touch on the question of, do fires facilitate invasions of nonnative fishes?  We primarily have been talking about native species this afternoon, in terms of their biology, but nonnatives are becoming an increasingly important component of the fauna.  And there's a lot of concern about them. Finally, I want to take a stab at, real generally, what management alternatives we think are most likely to benefit fish, given the limited information that we have on the responses of fish to fire and related disturbances.
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Jason Dunham
How can fire affect fish?  There are a number of direct and indirect pathways that you have heard about, so I'm not going to go into great detail.  Basically, the only direct effect, technically speaking, is fire burning a fish. But most of the important effects of fire are indirect effects on the biological and physical components of the ecosystem, and I'm going to tell you about what I think are the most important indirect effects of fire for fish.
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Jason Dunham
You can also think about the effects of fire on fish in terms of short and long-term influences by drawing these sorts of trajectories.  So, maybe a short-term pulse, or acute effect of fire, and then it sort of attenuates over time -- returning to the same point from which it started -- and that is not necessarily the case.  You might have a completely different trajectory in the end; who knows?  We haven't done enough long-term studies to really figure this out. We have talked a lot about effects of fire on sediment delivery and wood, the effects on channel morphology and getting into effects of temperature a little bit, as we're getting more into the biology of the effects of fire.
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Jason Dunham
What scales are relevant?  With the increasing interest in threatened and endangered species, we're focusing more on populations.  They are the basic units of conservation.  Sure, if you go out after a fire, you're going to see a few dead fish, you're going to see a few microhabitats that are disturbed, maybe segments of a stream where something has gone awry for a short amount of time. But we're really thinking about populations, major evolutionary groups, like ESUs, evolutionarily significant units, or distinct population segments, and larger levels of organization.  We are thinking about the effects of fire at the scale of whole streams and larger river basins.  We are thinking about population persistence, in terms of not a few years, but in terms of decades and mostly longer time periods.  
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Jason Dunham
So we're thinking about bigger temporal and spatial scales.  And we are actually thinking about multiple scales.  We are not tossing out the small scale stuff.  It's just less relevant, in terms of management.Also a few other traditional views that have changed over the years.  We’ve gone from thinking about static habitat conditions to thinking about habitat-forming processes.  We've also gone from a static view of the environment to dynamic, and, in terms of management, we're trying to go from threshold standards to thinking about distributions of conditions.
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Jason Dunham
The central question in my presentation is: When and where does fire pose a threat to fish population persistence?  And our hypothesis is that vulnerability to fire is conditioned on three interrelated factors. The first one is disturbance.  It's a nebulous term, sometimes thought of as good or bad.  And as Mike Young reminded me this afternoon, disturbance “just is.”  Habitat fragmentation is another factor that we think is important, as well as life history diversity.  Most of what I'm going to talk about today is evidence from salmonid fishes.  And they exhibit a remarkable degree of life-history diversity to cope with the highly variable environments that they evolved in.  So, life-history diversity is something that is pretty important.  
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Jason Dunham
In terms of disturbance and the indirect effects of fire on fish, we think the most important thing, in terms of fish population persistence, is the effects of these post-fire debris flows and flooding in small streams.  These are the events that have been linked most commonly to local extinctions of salmonid fishes.  Now, in the short term, this looks pretty ugly.  But, of course, in the longer term, this might be the best thing that ever happened to the stream, because we have got some larger sediment and nice pieces of wood delivered to the channel, and that might eventually turn into a great bunch of habitat for fish.
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Jason Dunham
Post-fire channel disturbance is usually dampened in larger systems.  It's most obvious in these smaller headwater streams.  And this is just a picture from a paper that Tim Burton wrote on the effects of some fires on aquatic habitats and fish in the Boise River Basin.  This is the main North Fork of the Boise River. There were some channel alterations in some places.  But those effects, in terms of the whole North Fork system, are pretty localized, and they don't affect the whole system simultaneously like they do in smaller streams.  So the effects of fire disturbance are dampened in these larger streams.
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Jason Dunham
Physical events are less likely to occur synchronously over larger areas.  So, that debris flow I showed you a couple slides ago is just occurring in one small headwater habitat.  But maybe next door one didn't occur, or maybe something different is going on here.  So, the farther you zoom out, the more heterogeneous things get, and we think that is important for fish population persistence.
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Jason Dunham
This is a map of fire severity from a fire that occurred in the Boise Basin in 1992.  The red spots are areas of high intensity, the green places are moderate, and the yellow areas are low intensity.  So, we have this whole fire perimeter, here, and within that fire perimeter, there's a tremendous amount of variability in the intensity of the fire.  So, it all burned, but it burned differently in different areas.
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Jason Dunham
The key points are that disturbances are more severe in small headwater streams. They're more likely to affect populations in small streams.  And, fire tends to be very heterogeneous over larger areas or timeframes. Effects of human disturbance are more likely in higher-order streams or downstream areas and lower gradient areas.  That's where people like to live and do their work, so, a little bit different than what we see from these post-fire channel disturbances. Also, human disturbances, most importantly, can interact with fire-related disturbance to affect fish more severely, such as the case of habitat loss and fragmentation, which I want to elaborate on in a little more detail.
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Jason Dunham
The general observation for fish is that habitat loss and degradation leads to fragmentation and loss of life-history diversity.  So in this upper panel here, we've got a salmonid population that is in an interconnected network of stream habitats, we've got a main stem, migratory corridor symbolized by this large fish here, we've got headwater streams in which you have maybe some resident fish and some spawning and rearing by these migratory fish that come back up here and reproduce. Often what happens because of this disturbance in the downstream areas, is you will lose this corridor, either through barriers like dams or culverts, or habitat degradation, increases in temperature, loss of flow, all kinds of things go on in these mainstem habitats. And it's really common to find the salmonids restricted to the small isolated headwater habitats, exactly the places that are most vulnerable to disturbance by fire. 
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Jason Dunham
Well, is there any evidence to support this? This is a study where we looked at patterns of occurrence of bull trout in the Boise Basin.  We were able to define patches of suitable habitat based on elevation gradients, and we attributed those patches with presence or absence of bull trout.  What we found was that bull trout were more likely to occur in larger patches, so larger watersheds with suitable habitat.  So, size does matter, and it's the most important thing for bull trout on a landscape scale. Another factor that was important and related to habitat fragmentation is isolation.  The farther a given habitat is away from another habitat that already has bull trout in it, the less likely it is to have bull trout, so there is some suggestion that connectivity among these headwater habitats is really important, and that suggests that  perhaps there might be some recolonization or fish moving around between habitats, perhaps providing some demographic support. The other factor that we found to be important, in terms of occurrence of bull trout, and this is a pattern that holds across the interior Columbia River Basin, is road densities are a great predictor of bull trout absence.  Road density is not really a precise indicator of disturbance, it could mean just about anything, but road densities are a great predictor of bull trout absence.  So, there's some suggestion that human disturbances might interact with natural disturbances to increase extinction rates of bull trout in these patches.  We've got examples from other systems, but the answer is basically the same.
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Jason Dunham
Another factor that is important and related to habitat fragmentation is life-history diversity.  Salmonids typically spawn and rear in these headwater stream habitats, but then they use these downstream areas, these main stem streams, lakes and marine habitats as migratory juveniles and adults.  So, basically, you've got fish using two different kinds habitats at once, as opposed to only one kind of habitat in a fragmented situation.
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Jason Dunham
This is a well-known example.  Bruce Rieman got on these fires that occurred a few years ago in the Boise Basin, and in one case they found a severely burned stream, Rattlesnake Creek.  They went in there after the fire, and they couldn't find any bull trout in the stream.  It looked like they might have been completely wiped out.  It had a severe fire and a huge flood afterwards. Well, they came back later and bull trout were back in the system, and it looked like there were a few larger migratory adults in the creek.  What happened, most likely, is that when this fire occurred, and basically destroyed this habitat for bull trout, there were a few fish down in here.  They might have been in Arrow Rock Reservoir or the main Boise River, but they weren't in the system when the fire occurred.  The system bounced back, and when these fish returned, the habitat was suitable, so they were able to repopulate that stream.  These are members of the same population, so it's not technically recolonization.  Recolonization would be the bull trout coming from another, different place, to move in here and recolonize. So, if we hadn't had that migratory component to life history, it would have been pretty much game over for bull trout, at least for a while, in Rattlesnake Creek.
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Jason Dunham
Another way that fish can respond to fire is from recolonization from internal refugia.  Fires aren't homogeneous over the landscape, and what happened in Cottonwood Creek, which is another Boise Basin stream, there were some areas that were burned pretty hot, as indicated by the dark grey, and other places that were moderately burned or not burned at all.  During the year of the fire, most of the fish were in these places that weren't burned.  In fact, places that were burned really severely, pretty much had no fish present.  Within a couple of years everything went back to its pre-fire levels, in terms of fish abundance, so possibly these fish in the unburned areas were moving back into the burned places. We don't know, surely some fish were killed as a result of the fire in here, but some of these fish might have immigrated out into these unburned areas and then just simply moved right back in when it was over.  So having that connectivity even within a stream is pretty important.  If there were culverts or something in there where fish could go downstream but not upstream, that could pose a big problem, in terms of post-fire recovery.
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Jason Dunham
To summarize, there are two mechanisms that we think are important, in terms of post-fire or post-disturbance recovery for fish.  One is this life history strategy.  We have two different kinds of habitat that fish use, so if you get a disturbance here or up here, you might be repopulated from the other source. The other mechanism is recolonization from internal refugia.  This little segment of stream here would be within this headwater tributary, or possibly within the migratory habitat.  So, something going on at a little smaller scale, perhaps.
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Jason Dunham
In a lot of cases fire doesn't seem to cause local extinctions in trout.  We couldn't find a lot of good evidence for other fish, so we pretty much restricted our view to salmonids, but there are some documented examples.  I think the best known example is extirpation of Gila trout from some severe fires that occurred in the 1990s. And this is basically just a restatement of our hypothesis, in terms of vulnerability of fish to fire.  So, this is high vulnerability up here, this is low down here.  Vulnerability is conditioned on fragmentation and degradation of habitats.  For example, populations of rainbow trout in the Boise Basin are probably not at risk of extirpation due to fire.  Most of the Boise Basin is very suitable for rainbow trout.  There is an extremely large population, so it's not very fragmented from a rainbow trout's point of view, it's not very degraded from a rainbow trout's point of view, so they're probably going to be okay. Another species in the same system, bull trout, have very specific habitat requirements.  They're a lot narrower than rainbow trout.  So, from their point of view, the Boise Basin is pretty fragmented, and it's a little bit degraded, so they might be a little more vulnerable in general to the effects of fire. I have been doing a lot of work in the Great Basin.  It's the southern limit of the range for cutthroat trout, although other subspecies do get farther south, but in that area these populations are really small, really isolated, like the Gila trout in New Mexico and Arizona.  And these fish are really vulnerable to any kind of disturbance, including fire.  Since this fish was listed in the early 1970s, they've documented over 30 local extinctions, so this is a problem in this area, but maybe not down here. So, places like the Middle Fork Salmon, I can't think of a better place to burn.  It's not going to cause a problem because it's a wonderful stream, and there's plenty of places for fish to go.
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Jason Dunham
One question that we are struggling with is: Do fires facilitate invasions of nonnative fishes?  The most abundant fishes in the American West are nonnatives, they're nonnative rainbow trout and brook trout.  Rainbow trout are also native, as well, but they're widely stocked throughout the region. We also have nonnative cutthroat trout in some areas, and brown trout.  There's a whole host of other species, ranging from grayling to arcticchar, tiger trout and all kinds of things that have been stocked all over the place.  So, what is the problem with nonnatives?  Well, they can have genetic and ecological impacts on the natives.  We're worried about these potential impacts of invasions on native species, but we're also becoming increasingly aware that we need to understand the causes of post introduction invasions, as well.  The main reason the fish are here is because they have been stocked, but from the stocking point they are able to move around and colonize new habitats. Sometimes those invasions seem to keep going.  Other times they seem to stall, and we don't really have a very clear picture of why they start or stop or even happen at all. 
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Jason Dunham
There are four different possibilities for coexistence of natives and nonnative fish.  Perhaps the most desirable case would be the native fish only.  This means that the native fishes are resistant to invasions by nonnatives, or the habitat just simply has not been colonized yet, so it's too far away for nonnatives for them to have gotten there yet, or they're, perhaps, upstream of a barrier or something like that. It's also possible, and this is the case in many cases, to have nonnative fishes only.  So the suggestion here is that the natives have been displaced, that means they've been actively extirpated from the habitat by the nonnatives, or they have been replaced.  The natives were wiped out and the nonnatives moved in to fill the void.  Replacement is a mechanism that is infrequently cited, but it's probably more common than we think, because we don't look for it.  Typically everybody says it's competition or predation, it's displacement.  That is not always the case.  And then there are actually a surprising number of cases where natives and nonnatives coexist.  A lot of people think this isn't the case, but when you look at the data, it is the case.  
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Jason Dunham
So, why do we care?  What does this mean in the context of fire?  What do we know about nonnative invasions in the face of fire?  Well, I can summarize it pretty simply.  No evidence to suggest that fire itself has any differential impacts on nonnative trout.  They seem to respond just like the natives do to fire, but the evidence is really limited.  Our understanding of non-native fish invasions and their potential impacts is really limited, in spite of all the work that has been done over the past 30 or 40 years. It's a pretty interesting issue because we could fix all of the other problems with the watershed.  We could fix the 4 H factors: Hydro, harvest, habitat, hatcheries, and we'll have a beautiful wilderness preserve, full of brook trout and no native fish.  So, this is a limiting factor in terms of what management can accomplish.  I think it's something that's really been ignored.  So, if fire is playing a role in these patterns of coexistence, we need to know about that.  Another interesting question is: Are there alternatives to present management options for non-natives?  Basically, we have two alternatives on the table right now.  The most popular one is do nothing.  The other option is to kill them off through poisoning, people call it chemical renovation, chemotherapy, whatever you want to call it.  We use an antimycin and rotenone to remove nonnatives from places where we don't want them to be.  The problem with that is those toxins are not selective, they kill everything.  So, a lot of times you actually destroy the village to save it.  So, the question we have is, can we predict where and when nonnatives are a problem, and we are trying to work on that issue a little more thoughtfully.
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Jason Dunham
My final question is: What management alternatives are most likely to benefit fish?  There is a paper in Bioscience written by Virginia Dale and others, looking at disturbance in the context of management, and they basically defined four general management alternatives.  One is to manage the system before disturbance.  This corresponds to what we might call pre-fire management.  Another option is to manage the disturbance itself, so manage during the fire; fire fighting, fire suppression would be a good example of that.  Another option is to manage recovery following the disturbance, so this falls under the label of post-fire management, so burned area emergency rehabilitation, or other types of measures to speed along recovery, or presumed recovery of ecosystems following a fire. Then, of course, the fourth option is monitoring for adaptive management.  This is a common thing that people try to do, and sometimes they actually do it right, so it can be useful if it's properly implemented.  So, this falls under the label of fire monitoring and research.

klansper
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Jason Dunham
This is a quick evaluation of these four alternatives. The benefit of pre-fire management is that it is a proactive measure.  It addresses general improvements in ecosystem integrity.  It doesn't necessarily involve fire per se.  It's just bolstering an ecosystem's ability to be resilient or resistant, whatever term you prefer, in response to fire. The option of managing during the fire can be useful, but it is a reactive approach, and it does not address the ecosystem, only fire itself.  And we have heard about some of the risks of fire fighting.  I have been out after fires have been put out, and sometimes I wonder if the effects of fire fighting are almost as important as fire itself, particularly in terms of toxic fire retardants and other things that happen on a landscape.     Post-fire management is something that can also do good things.  These can all do good things under the right circumstances.  It is a reactive measure, so you wait the until after the disturbance occurs, and then you go out and try to fix something.  And what we've seen in a lot of examples is that a lot of the disturbances that occur after a fire happen pretty rapidly, so we may not be able to mobilize our resources to get out there in time to do the right thing, at a large enough scale, to make a difference. Fire monitoring and research is something that we're constantly trying to improve.  Like I said, it's great in theory and hopefully getting better in practice.  
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klansper
I will finish with a brief description of some of the research we have funded to deal with these issues.  And our basic question is: Does fire matter? When and where?  We're trying to come up with some approaches to classify watersheds or landscapes in regard to their vulnerability to fire effects on fish, so, we're trying to look at fire effects.  This would be a distribution or presence/absence of fish, patterns of coexistence between natives and nonnatives, across a wide gradient of landscapes in relation to fire histories and fire-related disturbance, particularly these channel disturbances that are caused by post-fire flooding and debris flows.  We're hoping to provide some tools for risk assessments, and strategic prioritization of fire management activities, so basically produce, very simply put, a risk map, that people can use to look at places where fish might be most vulnerable to fire and take action ahead of time to fix some problems in those areas.  And we're also hoping to provide some tools for monitoring the effects of fire.




